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INCOMPLETE MODEIJJNG APPROACH TO ANAL "YZING 

ECONOMIC STRUCTURAL CHANGES 

Alexander Urn.nov 

Intemati?nal Institute for,Applied Systems _Analysis, Austria, A-2361, Laxenburg 

1. Introduction 

The chief' measure of the quality of a mathematical model is its degree of 

correspondence to, the modelled object, i.e. how accurately the model reflects 

· all the features wbicb essentially deter_mine the beha_vior of the object. There 

are two reasons why a model may .not be considered acceptable by the users. 

Firstly, the mathematical description may have been made in the absence _of 

adequate information. Secondly, it might not be possible to formalize all of the 

essential features of the object by mathematical meańs, or these features may 

not be known at all. Toerefore we may call a mathematical model containing a 

formal description ( with an acceptable level of accuracy) o/ not all the essen

tial features of the . object under consideration an 

incomplete mathematical model. 

It is elear thal any developer of mathematical models wants to make them 

as complete as possible. And most of the mathematical tools developed to . 

analyze these models are based on the assumption that they are complete. 

Nevertheless, in practice this assumplion of completeness is often invalid, 

·11rhich means that such models cannol be u sed to 9enerate a. foreca.st or to find 

an optimal solution. The user of an incomplele matbematical model should try 
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to improve il by increasing the level of compleleness; olberwise, be/she sbould 

restate the problem to be solved to avoid contradictions whicb arise from the 

incompleteness of the model. 

This paper is concerned with the correct use of ·incomplete mathematical 

models. 

2. Statement of Problems for Incomplete Mathematical Models 

We define an incomplete matbematical model as a set of formalized descrip

tions which have been made ·with an acceptable level of accuracy, but whicb do 

not refl.ect all essential features ( such as links, constraints, etc. } influencing 

the behavior of the modeled object. • 

To obtain results of practical value il is necessary to take into considera

tion bolh formalized and nonformalized features of the object. The formalized 

features may be presented in the form of an incomplete matbematical model. 

but for the latter we must engage the model user in the process of decisionmak

ing. The main aim of this approach is to cambine the ability of the user ta 

extract acceptable states of the model from the set of feasible solutians with the 

computer's ability to generale this set Jar a given incamplete mad.el. 

Two definitions should be given here. A state of the model is Jeasible if il 

satisfies all formalized constraints included in the description of the incomplete 

model; and a state of the model is acceptable if the user has no objection to this 

state. Jl is obvious that the set of feasible states of the model includes the set of 

• An incomplete model may be augmented by including new variables, constraints and so on, 
but not by changing the e:nsting ones, otherwise il should be considered a different incom

. plete model. 
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acceptable solutions, but not vice versa. As there is no formalized way to 

extract acceptable solutions from the set of feasible ones, the decisionmaker 

cannot use the computer to verify sufficient conditions of ~cceptability. He/she 

can only check ( by means of formal tools ) whetber the necessary conditions of 

acceptability are vali~. i.e. whether feasible solutions exist or not. Tbis is why 

no optimization or forecasting problems can be solved using incomplete 

mathematical models. These models may lielp us to find out 'what will not hap

pen', but not 'what will bappen'. 

The following scheme is suggested for seek:i.ng acceptable solutions, com

bining the abilities of human decisionmak:i.ng and formal computer analysis. As 

a first step the computer generates the set of feasible solutions for a given 

incomplete model, or determines that sucb solutions do not exist. Because it is 

practically impossible for t.he .user tq\maniRulate ą. whole set of solutions, the . , 

decisionmaker analyzes only one t>f lbehl. lf the sólution is not aoceplable, lbe 

user introduces additional constraints into the incomplete model, trying to 

eli!'11inate unacceptable .features of the solution. The computer corre·cts the 

feasible set of solutions in accordance v.ith these new constraints and gen

erates a new solution, the acceptability of whicb. is to be tested by the user. 

The process is repeated unlil an e.cceptable solution· is found. 

This scheme is not c.oncrete ~-nougb for one to make conclusions ahout its 

convergency from a purely formal viewpoint. In praclice a decisionmaker will 

usually find a solution. The existence of the solution ( or set of solutions 

depends on the problem, but is riot a property of the described scbeme . . 

In spite of the theoretical simplicity of the approach, its practical use has 

been found to _be difficult. ln the next sections we will discuss in delail the prob

lems lhal arize in the case of finite-dimensional mathematical models, describe 

the software for linear flow models, a~d give an example of the practical appUca-
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tion of the approach. 

3. The Case of Finite-Dimensional Models 

Let a state of the mathematical model considered be described by an n

dimensional vector x, the components of which are x 1,x2 , • • · ,xn. We will 

assume that the relations 

r~ l 
Ys(x) l:J O, s=[l,m], (1) 

are expressions of the only essential features of the modelled object wbich can 

be formalized at an acceplable level of acc.uracy. We will also assume lhat all 

y.( x ) are convex functions of componenls of x defined for a nonempty 

domain O C E". 

Suppose now that the set of all x satisfying the system (1) is not emply, i.e. 

that tbere exists at least one x • which is a feasible stale of the model. The 

decisionmaker verifies whether x • is an acceptable sol uti on as well. If it is 

found to be acceptable, the procedure is finished. Otber\\'ise, the user can 

insert additional constraints 

I~ 1 
g,(x) · :JO, t=[l,l], (2) 

wbere functions g1 ( x ) have the same properties as the functions y.( x ). 

The main purpose of these new constrainls is .to convert the feasible solu-
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tion :z:~ to an acceptable ~olution. The d.ifl'erence between funclions 9t ( .:i: ) and 

y.( z ) is that the first ones may be unknown to the user before analysis or the 

feasible solulion 2: .. whereas y.( :z: ) are known a. priori. Together systems (1) 

and (2) are the conditions oJ Jeasibi/.ity. 

This correcting procedure may be repe_ated several limes until an accept

able solution is found. At each step new constraints are included in the system . . 

(1)-(~) which, _generally speaking, make the domain O more narrow. 

A difficulty which may, arise at some step of tbe procedure is the infe.asibil-. . 

ity of the system (1)-(2). I_t is sliggested that the following special proc~dure is 

used to avoid this situation. Let the set of constraints 

u,.(=>[~]o. t•=[t,!'] (3) 

cause the state of infeasibility. This means that the system (1)-(2)-(3) has an 

internal contrad.iclion and all the conditions cannot be satisfied simultane

ously. In this_ case it is possible to remove conditions (3) from the set of neces

sary conditions or the model and to start consid.ering them only as 'desirable~ 

coI?dilions. But, on the other hand, this 'desirability' means tbat these con

straints should be . satisfied as exactly as possible. We can use the lack of 

uniqueness of the soluti_on of t~e system (1)-(2) by choosing that solution whlcb 

satisfles the new constraints (3) in the best way. 

We may, for example, introduce a metric 

(4) 

where s;r are re/erence values• for the 'desirable' constraints and N,~ are 
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suitable normalizations. 

The metric (4) has a disadvantage, namely that the minimization of p( :z: 

may not uniquely define all components of :c. To avoid this we may repeat the 

·minimization several limes, fixing all the components of :c wbich were defined 

uniquely during the previous steps. Technical details of this procedure, called 

sequential Ji:z:ation, as well as choosing the refeience values and normaliza

tion, will be discussed in the next section. 

The last problem to be mentioned here is the possible infeasibility of the 

original system {1). Ir this is the case, parametric analysis is recommended to 

reconstruct the initial description of the incomplete model. A number of suit

able algorithms and methods are known. One of them, called the compact 

modelling approach, was suces:fully tested in p~actice [ Umnov, 1984]. 

- 4. linear Flow l.fodels 

The ideas described in the previou.s sections are too generał for a conclu

sion to be made about tbeir practical effectiveness. Tberefore il seems reason

e.ble to move to amore concrete case: that of standard linear flow models. 

Let us co_nsider a matbematical model consisting of a network consisting of 

N nodes which may be linkedl by means of K compo~enl flows. Eacb of the nodes 

may be a source, a sink, or both. Generally speaking, the graph of the network 

may not be connected. 

• We use the term 'reference value' following Wierzbicki at al. [ 1984 ], because ot the techn
ical similarity, but the described approach is opposite to optircization in geneTal ( and to 
nntltiobjective optimization in partic:ular ) owing to the main assumption about the incom
pleteness of the considered mathematicel model. The reference velues are !ormal param~ 
ters of the procedure lillld have no practica] interpretation. 
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Le~ the value or lhe flow from l~e ilh node to the jth of lbe klh type be~. 

A state of the model is described by lhe ~et of variables 

l zt, i,j = [1,.N:], k = [1,K] ł• • -For the . convenience of the d.ecisionmaker· addi

tional variables are introduced wbich make il possible lo operale with lhe sums 

o[ the original variables over different groups of indices. For example, lbe addi

tional variaqle sf+ is deflned as 

where p~ are coefficients permitling summation of the difierent kinds of fl.ows in 

common units. Variables ~i• ~. 8'.+, ~t, St1, St+ are defined in an analogous 

way. 

The condilions of feasibility {1) are described in terms of a system of con

straints, each of which is an equality or inequality imposed on bolh absolute 

and relative values o.f the variables. The decisionmaker aiay use the con

straints 

~~%~~~ 
Af ::a: 51+ 
~ = b~St1• 

{5) 

and the like. The values of the parameters ~. ~. Af. b,. · · · are to be defined 

by the user. 

To simplify the procedure of ·decisionmaking, a special subset of the 'soft' 

constraints (3) was used for the linear flow model. Tbese constraints are 1o be 

equalities de.fining values or the primary variab1es :rt. Tbis means tbat the 

metric {4) should bave the following form: 

• Here we give a short description of the '/ma.. 12'-software system developed by the Re
gional Issues Group of IL\SA in 1963, Lenko [ 1985 ] . 
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_1:_ -%~-· 
p(:c) = r~~ ~ a'!:.5-.; 1:• lJ 

,], Zjj 
(6) 

where nonnegative numbers w,, are ...-ei.gł:. ". .co::efficier::.;; and :rt• are the com

ponenls of the reference point expressd. i.L t~=-=s of pr:..=.ary variables. 

The procedure of sequential fixation i.:: e!:sential t.ere because the metric 

(6) may not define uniquely all com;:on:::.~s of the .-ector :i, which is tbe 

·minimum point for the fuoction (6). Fo:- ea:::: s':ep of tt.e procedure all the com

ponents or' :r which bave nonŻero dt:al -.a=..:es are ~ed. Tbe procedure is 

finished when all tbe components ha.·.·e C"==::. fued ~= the minimum of (6) 

becomes zero. The obtained sequence o~ c;.:.=~a1 values pi p 1,p2, ···,pp J may 

be very useful for the decisionmaker h=ca:::e ±ey ran~ the set of components 

of vector :r, measuring the minimal re:ali,: c::.ange n:-::essary to transfer the 

ref~rence point z• to a feasible solution. 

The importance of sequential fixation ~ ~o demo::.strated by the fact tbat 

in the case of a complex system (1) the n~t:::1 elemeL: from the set 

ł Pt,t = [1.P] J may _ not give the corre::t =:.:sc:ip.tion o: model properties. For 

example, Figure 1 presents the depencen~~ ~= the maI:::J.al p and an average p 

on the value of a parameter of the mode: c.:~:::ri:ed in t:=.nov [ 1984]. The aver

age p was calculated using 

where .Clt is the ratio of the sum of the fi:l'N: t:.:I:e-! on tbt: ! tb step of the sequen

ti~ fixation to the sum of all the flows. anc. Pi!: the nu:::.'::>e:r of steps of the pro
cedure. 
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Fi.nally, it should be noted that the weight coefficients ~ may be used for 

the following purposes. Firstly, the decisionmaker can give zero weigbt to those 

flows which do not exist or are zero at the reference point.-Sometimes this trick 

permits one to avoid an infeasibility a priori. Secondly, using very large 

weights, il is possible to find maximum or minimum values of the corresponding 

componenls of vector x. The decisionmaker sbould he careful to have maximum 

or -~inimum values . for tbese components only at the reference point. U the 

decisionmaker introduces simultaneouslr a set of criteria and their trends are 

contr-adictory, then, as can be easily checked, a semi-efl'ective equi~ibrium on 

the Pareto set is achieved. 

NECESSARY STRUCTUAL CHANGES FOR 1990 (In %) 

Maximum 
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Figure 1. 
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5. Analysi.s of the Dynamics of the Energy Production-Consumption Structure 

for CM.EA Countries 

The approach described was applied to investigate trends of development of 

the energy production and consumption structures of the member countries of 

the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance ( CMEA ) up to the year 2000. The 

basie, incomplete model was developed by the Energy systems Group of HASA in 

19B3/B4; see, for example, Golovi.n [ 1985 ]. 

The main purpose of this investigation was to analyze the feasibility of 

difierent versions of consumption structures and evaluations of the potentia! 

growth of energy production. The following were taken into .consideration: 

~ ranges of consumption levels consistent with the 

.. planned rates of generał ec~nomic growth; 

- ranges of possible capacities for energy production; 

- the requirement to acbieve the target levels witb 

the minimal structural changes in energetics. 

The first two conditions are the conditions of feasibility. The third condi

tion is an inf~rmal definition of metric {6). The re/erence state of the model is 

the initial situation. Roughly speaking, we would like to change notbing to 

achieve the desired targets. 

In terms of the linear flow model the problem may be formulated as follows. 

We bave a system of eight nodes { Table 1 ) linked by a set of four component 
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tlows ( Table 2 ) . 

ldentifier Country 

BG Bułgaria 

HU Hungary 

GR GDR 

\ PL Poland . 

RO Romania 

SU USSR 

CS Czechoslovalcia 

RW Rest of the World (asa supplier-consumer for CM.EA) 

Table 1. 

No. Energy Unit of Coefficient of 

product. measurement .equivalence 

1 Coal mill. tce 1.000 

2 Prim ary Electrici ty bill. kWth 0.326 

3 Crude Oil mill. tons 1.454 

4 Natural Gas bill. cu. m. l..188 

Table 2. 

The state o.f the ' production-consumption market for CMEA countries in 

1980 was taken as the initial state. 

~e ~ecessary condilions for feasibility were defi.ned not only for the fi.nal 

point ( year 2000) but also for intermediale points : 1985, 1990 and 1995. Tbese 

conditions are inequalilies for absolute and relative values of production-
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consumption volumes for difierenl countries and difierent kinds of products 

{ Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 ). The hypolhesis about the dynamics of the energy poten

tial for CMEA counlries predicts moderate growtb of the coal industry, stabiliza

tion of crude oil production, and intensive development of both nuclear energy 

and natural gas production. The sources of information used to evaluate the 

potenlial volumes of energy production were the World Energy Conference 

[ 1983 ]. Wilson [ 1983 ], the British Institutes Joint Energy Policy Programme 

[ 1983 ], Stern [ 1982 ], and the officia! st~listical CMEA reporls [ 1982, 1983 ). 

Because of the essential differences between the forecast levels of energy con

sumption, two independent scenarios were considered. The first, called 'high 

consumption' scenario { Table 4 ), suggests tbat the planned 3% economic 

growth will be provided by an energy elasticity ( relative to GNP ) for the USSR 

ranging from 0.85 in 1985 to 0.65 in 2000, and for the otber CMEA countries from 

- 0.75 to 0.50, respectively. The 'low consumption' scenario { Table 5) is based on 

the assumption tbat the energy elasticity ranges from 0.50 to 0.25 for the USSR 

and from 0.30 to 0.10 for the other CMEA couritries. 

Table 6 contains the description of three possible structures of energy con

sumption. S.lructure A corresponds to the state just alter 1980 and permits rela

tively narrow variations. Structure C diflers essentially from A. The main 

differences are: a reduction in the share of crude oil and increases in the 

shares of primary electricity and natural gas. The coal dynamics depend on the 

. policy of the individual country, but the average sbare is sligbtly decreased. 

Structure B is an inlermediate varianl belween A and C. 
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Reachable maximum 
levels of production 

Exporter Energy 
Product 19B5 1990 1995 2000 

BG Coal 17.2 1B.O 19.0 20.0 
Electr. 13.B 19.4 35.0 54.0 

Oil 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 
Gas 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

HU Coal 11.0 11.0 13.0 14.0 
Eleclr. 0.13 9.1 22.0 36.0 

Oil 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.5 
Gas 6.5 7.5 9.0 6.0 

GR Coal. 80.0 BO.O BO.O BO.O 
Electr. 14.6 20.6 39.0 58.0 

Oil 
Gas 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.0 

PL Coal 180.0 200.0 210.0 220.0 
Electr. 2.5 6.6 1B.O 36.0 

Oil 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 
Gas 6.5 7.5 9.0 6.0 

RO Coal 22.0 30.0 40.0 55.0 
Electr. 12.5 16.6 · 23.0 33.0 

Oil 11.5 11.0 l0.5 10.0 
Gas 30.0 30.0 30.0 33.0 

su Coal 540.0 590.0 660.0 780.0 
Electr. 440.0 705.0 940.0 1200.0 

Oil 630.0 640.0 650.0 630.0 
Gas 630.0 780.0 BBO.O 1100.0 

CS Coal 65.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 
Electr. 18.9 23.6 31.0 4B.O 

Oil 
Gas 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

. Table 3. Reachable maximum levels of energy production 
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Necessary minimum levels 

of energy consumplion 
-

Importer 

1985 1990 1995 2000 

BG 57.5 66.0 74.0 B0.9 

HU 44.0 50.0 '57.0 62.0 

GR 138.0 145.0 148.0 152.0 

PL 200.0 220.0 240.0 260.0 

RO 125.0 143.0 161.0 176.0 

su 1985.0 2300.0 2600.0 2900.0 

CS 115.5 132.0 149.0 162.0 

Table 4. Necessary minimum levels of energy consum.ption : •ttigb' scen ario 
(mili.lee) · 

Necessary minimum levels 

of energy consumption 

Importer 

19B5 1990 1995 2000 

BG 57.5 60.0 62.0 63.9 

HU 44.0 46.0 48.0 50.0 

GR 13B.O 144.0 14'8.0 150.0 

PL 200.0 .209.0 220.0 230.0 

RO 125.0 133.0 137.0 140.0 

su 1985.8 2150.0 2300.0 2400.0 

es 115.5 122.0 127.0 130.0 

Table 5. Necessary m~mum levels of energy consumption; •1..ow· scenario 

( mill. lee) 
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formed. The first series was performed le investigate tb.e feasibility of d:.fforenl 

combinalions or consumplion structures for the 'hi€;~' sce:iario a~d the secon~ 

one for the 'low' scenario. 

The calculations were made in the bao~..ng way. l-.!= a first step a sc!ulio::? 

satisfying all necessary conditions of fe~bility fo:- ~9=5 ,..as founć. mic..:.=iizi::i 

the 'distance' (6) belween the states o~ :930 and 1~5. :~ t!J.e oe::..~ ste,i: a so!;;

tion l',as built ...-hich satisfied all constraints for IE"=::- a:::! minim:zed t!:.e "clis

tance' between the states of 1985 and H?:J, and so o::, u::~ the fi=:al pc~t 20::: 

'1\·as reacbed or -~ infeasibility appeared. 

Some additio.::ial constraints were iI::roduced d::_-i.ng tbe process. These are 

a constant or increasing the latał Ćoo~.:.=ptio:::1 c~ ;::-~c:;- electricity, c.ax:i!:::i

zalion of crude o:.l exports, and so on. :3eqceotie2 ~~~:1 was c:;ed ć:..:~..ng L 

calculations. 

On the basis of the results obtaine=. 'llre n:..ay c:::i=:...:-:.e that the ~;:.-to-c.::.:e 

evaluations of the energy potentia! of e:.e CYBA ccL:.::.:rf:=: d~ not contra::..ict l!:e 

planned economic target up to the end c,~ the ceoti=y. TI:.e!"e are e:iou,gt ene:-~y 

resources not only to provide the 3% ezonortlc grcr~ b.:t also to pen:::.it ~e 

sale of a considerable amount of energy outside the CYEJi_ But thls can happe:.::. 

only if same cbanges are made in the sl=';:cture of t:=-_e e~ergy .consumptio:i.. 

Structure A ( Table 6} will be in cc:::.~adictio::. wi~ ;.::e plans for econo=..::: 

growth aft.er 199j for the 'high' scenar:.::. or aft.er 1~e5 fa~· the 'low' sce::.aric. l-_ 

condition for keeping struclure A unt.il ~e year z::co ~ to increase in::.t'orls ~~ 

oil after 1995 ( 'I.o-w' scenario ) or to ir.::-ease imp::::':.s c~ o:L after 199G a::d co=.: 

a!ter 1995 { 'high' scenario ). Evaluatio=-.:; of the re~~a:;.: i.=..port levels a..-e th·e=. 

in Tables 7 and 8. 

On the other band, the combinatic:::. of structc_""e~ J,. AB B { for tl::.e yea:-s 

1985, 1990, 1995 and 2000. respectiv~y ) would a.ci~ fr~ cont?-adiction an=. 
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e::.erg~- imporu f::: l=.e "lcT' s::enario. Fo·r tbe "big!::.' 

~:::enaric the crn-----::- ~:.:.:;:: AB E C is .fe::::~ to be n-=::essary. T.::~se result..s a.--e 

Year Oil icp:>:-: =-::=. ?.T C:>:l.l imp:>!'": ~=- ?.-"· ~ 
i 

(mil: . :::~ :~ 

E.3 

15.2 

1.~35 

5~.: 

T~::te 7. Dyna.rr..::=-= -:E ~po:-~ assuri.:...g ~~=:..~ ·-
4

• fo: s~c!:.r.:.:e ;_ : 'F..igt.' 
S::'=:-"""~i= 

:985 

:990 

:995 

l 2:,00 
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DISCUSSIONS 

Paper by K.W. Kim 

Discussion participants: K. Polenske, R. Espejo, K. Kim. 

It was clarified in the discussion that it is possible to apply 

the approach outlined to interconriected systems, and that this 

solely depends upon the availability of appropriate data. With 

rega~d to centralization-distribution question it was stated 

that at the moment of presentation the software· systems were 

still created and run in a centralized manner. The problem of 

distribution was at the time being solved, both on the theore

tical and on the technical levels. The main issue was to provi

de adequate "links in cases when models are run in different lo

cations. 

Paper by A. Umnov 

Discussion participants: R. Espejo, J. Hołubiec, A. Umnov. 

Certain technical and methodological aspects of the software 

were discussed, and in particuiar: the model was presented as 

being manipulated mostly on the output rather than input side, 

so that it is possible to change a desirable state of the sys- , 

· te~ once a solution is obtained and ·its rationality is assessed. 

Furthermore, the constraints to which solutions are subject 

allow avoiding of not quite uncommon spatial bang-bang soluticns, 

.practically infeasible in 'some situations (e.g. _full specializcr 

tion in foreign trad~). 

Paper by L. Kru~ and J. Sosnowski 

No discussion was recorded - main exchange of opinions _ took pla

ce in an informal way during the game playing. 










